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a b s t r a c t

In the data classification process involving higher order ANNs, it’s a herculean task to determine the optimal
ANN classification model due to non-linear nature of real world datasets. To add to the woe, it is tedious to
adjust the set of weights of ANNs by using appropriate learning algorithm to obtain better classification
accuracy. In this paper, an improved variant of harmony search (HS), called self-adaptive harmony search
(SAHS) along with gradient descent learning is used with functional link artificial neural network (FLANN) for
the task of classification in data mining. Using its past experiences, SAHS adjusts the harmonies according to
the maximum andminimumvalues in the current harmonymemory. The powerful combination of this unique
strategy of SAHS and searching capabilities of gradient descent search is used to obtain optimal set of weights
for FLANN. The proposed method (SAHS–FLANN) is implemented in MATLAB and the results are contrasted
with other alternatives (FLANN, GA based FLANN, PSO based FLANN, HS based FLANN, improved HS based
FLANN and TLBO based FLANN). To illustrate its effectiveness, SAHS–FLANN is tested on various benchmark
datasets from UCI machine learning repository by using 5-fold cross validation technique. Under the null-
hypothesis, the proposed method is analyzed by using various statistical tests for statistical correctness of
results. The performance of the SAHS–FLANN is found to be better and statistically significant in comparison
with other alternatives. The SAHS–FLANN differs from HS–FLANN (HS based FLANN) by the elimination of
constant parameters (bandwidth and pitch adjustment rate). Furthermore, it leads to the simplification of steps
for the improvisation of weight-sets in IHS–FLANN (improved HS based FLANN) by incorporating adjustments
of new weight-sets according to the weight-sets with maximum and minimum fitness.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1990s saw a boom in the growth of data collection in almost
every field – web, business management, e-commerce, remote
sensors, microarrays gene expression, scientific simulations, pro-
duction control and engineering design, transactions, stocks, bio-
informatics, etc. And, since then there was a rise in the need of
automated extraction of valid, unknown, novel and potentially
useful information from the data in large databases which gave
birth to many data analysis methodologies including data mining,
business intelligence, etc. Data analysis is an analytical process of
examining data to discover useful information and draw conclu-
sions, which in turn, help in the decision making process. It inte-
grates diversified techniques under statistics, engineering and
),
gmail.com (H.S. Behera),
science. Data mining is a data analysis process of identifying novel,
understandable and previously unknown patterns in data, which
acts as decision support system. Most tricky and challenging deci-
sion making processes in day to day human life is classification that
helps to make decision from past experience. In data mining, clas-
sification is defined as a variety of data analysis process that can be
used to assign important classes to unknown patterns. Classification
task predicts definite class labels and constructs a model based on
the training data set, which is used to classify anonymous patterns.

Many classification tasks have been proposed in recent years from
emerging areas of science and engineering which comprise of
document classification [1–3], sentiment classification [4–7], fault
classification [8–11], text classification [12–14], image classification
[15–18], gene expression classification and bio medical data classifi-
cation [19–23] and others [24–30], which has given new shape,
motivation and direction to the application of classification task in
data mining. Although a good number of traditional classification
methods are proposed by many researchers [31–35], for the first
time, Zhang et al. [35] realized that artificial neural network models
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are alternative to various conventional classification methods which
are based on statistics. The artificial neural networks (ANNs) are
capable of generating complex mapping between the input and
output space and thus they can form arbitrarily complex nonlinear
decision boundaries. Along the way, there are already several artifi-
cial neural networks, each utilizing a different form of learning or
hybridization. As compared to higher order neural network, classical
neural networks (for example, MLP) suffer from slow convergence
and are unable to automatically decide the optimal model of pre-
diction for classification. In the last few years, to overcome the lim-
itations of conventional ANNs, some researchers have focused on
higher order neural network (HONN) models [36,37] for better per-
formance. MLP is the most frequently used ANN model to solve real
world complex classification problems. However, in MLP, the no. of
hidden layers and number of neurons in the hidden layer change
depends on the nature and complexity of the problem. The training
of MLP is more complex due to the fact that the number of weight
adjustments increase with the increase in number of layers and
number of neurons in each layer. To address this intricacy associated
with MLP, Pao [38] and Pao et al. [39] have suggested to use a single
layer neural network (without hidden layer) which can be con-
sidered as an unconventional approach. The functional link higher
order ANN (FLANN) proposed by them may be suitably used because
of faster convergence rate, smaller computational load and less
complex architecture as compared to MLP. FLANN is basically a flat
network without hidden layers which makes it simple for learning
and weight adjustment. Notwithstanding the fact that it has a single-
layer network, it is capable to handle non-linear separable classifi-
cation task as compared to MLP.

Functional link artificial neural network (FLANN) [38] utilizes the
higher combination of its inputs [39,40] and has been successfully
applied in a wide spectrum of applications such as pattern recog-
nition [41,42], classification [43–45], channel equalization [46] ,
system identification [47–52], etc. Almost all the higher order ANNs
(HONNs) including functional link higher order ANN (FLANN) are
sensitive to random initialization of weight and rely on the learning
algorithm adopted. Although a selection of efficient learning algo-
rithm for HONNs help to improve the performance, but initializa-
tion of weights with optimized weights rather than random
weights also plays an important role in the efficiency of HONNs.
Various benchmark meta-heuristic optimization algorithms like
genetic algorithm [53,54] and particle swarm optimization [55] are
successfully used to address the issue of random initialization of
weight in FLANN. These optimization algorithms are used to select
best set of weights for FLANN models for various non-linear data
analysis. Few negative aspects of these implementations are the
requirement of various complicated mathematical operators like:
(i) mutation and crossover operator in GA (ii) Position and velocity
calculation and updation in PSO etc. The performance of these
models are highly dependent upon the way of implementation of
these mathematical operations (like selection of crossover opera-
tion, mutation operation and mutation rate) and any change in
these factors may lead to increase in time and space complexity of
the algorithm. Keeping these facts in mind, in this study, the meta-
heuristic optimization algorithm: harmony search [56] and its var-
iants (improved HS [57] and self-adaptive HS [58]) are used with
FLANN model with gradient descent learning scheme for classifi-
cation. The HS algorithms have few mathematical requirements as
compared to earlier meta-heuristic optimization algorithms and
those can be easily used for optimization of weights of
FLANN model.

2. Literature survey

In this paper, an attempt has been made to design FLANN model
with competitive learning based on a popular meta-heuristic
optimization algorithm for classification of benchmark datasets con-
sidered from well known machine learning data repository. Prior to
this, Patra et al. [59] have proposed FLANN model for prediction of
financial indices and have used other Chebyshev neural networkmodel
with Chebyshev polynomial functional expansion. From the simulation
studies they found that, the performance of FLANN and chFLANN are
nearly equivalent. Also, the training time for FLANN and chFLANN is
almost half of the MLP. It is found that FLANN and chFLANN have less
complex architecture and chFLANN is better among the three ANNs
(MLP, FLANN and chFLANN) in terms of better prediction capability. A
FLANN based classification method with a least complex architecture
as compared to MLP is anticipated by Misra and Dehuri [60] and the
proposed method is found to be efficient in terms of ability of handling
linearly non-separable classes by increasing the dimension of input
space. In most of the cases, the performance and processing time of
FLANN model is found to be better than other models. To address non-
linear nature of classification problems, Dehuri et al. [61] have designed
a hybrid functional link artificial neural network (HFLANN) based on
genetic algorithm (GA) for optimal input feature selection by using
functionally expanded selected features. They proved that, as compared
to RBFN and FLANN with back propagation learning, HFLANN is found
better for optimal set feature selection. A survey on FLANN is made and
a PSO based back propagation learning is proposed by Dehuri and Cho
[62]. They have emphasized on the basic concept of FLANN with
associated basis functions, learning schemes, development of FLANNs
over time and discussed a Chebyshev-FLANN with hybrid PSO-back
propagation learning for classification. Patra et al. [63] suggested an
efficient FLANN model for making stock price prediction of the closing
price of US stocks and the proposed model is compared with MLP-
based prediction model through several experiments. This proposed
trigonometric FLANN has shown better performance over MLP by
making more accurate predictions of stock prices. Prediction of the
causing genes in gene diseases by FLANN model is proposed by Sun
et al. [64] and compared with MLP and support vector machine (SVM).
In this study, three classifiers (MLP, SVM, FLANN) have been imple-
mented and the performance of FLANN classifier is found to be better
thanMLP and SVM. Chakravarty and Das [65] have proposed functional
link neural fuzzy (FLNF) model to predict the stock market indices and
compared with FLANN model in terms of root mean square error. The
simulation results have been demonstrated to claim the better per-
formance of FLNF over FLANN and they used PSO to address the the
local minima issue in back propagation learning. Classification of online
Indian customer behavior by using FLANN is proposed by Majhi et al.
[66] which is better than the other statistical approaches. The proposed
FLANN model shows superior classification performance as compared
to discriminant analysis and also the authors suggested that, it can be
improved further by providing psychographic and cultural information.
A compact and accurate hybrid FLANN classifier (HFLNN) has been
proposed by Dehuri and Cho [67] by selecting an optimal subset of
favorable input features. By eliminating features with fewer or no
predictive information, this method is found better as compared to
FLANN and RBFN. Bebarta et al. [68] have used FLANN and its variants
(Power FLANN, Laguerre FLANN, Legendre FLANN and Chebyshev
FLANN) for stock price index forecasting and they have compared the
results by using various performance measures (standard deviation
error, squared error etc.). Mishra et al. [69] have used FLANN classifi-
cation model based on bat inspired optimization and compared with
FLANN and hybrid PSO based FLANN model. In this paper, bat algo-
rithm has been used to update the weight of the FLANN, which results
high classification accuracy. Simulation results show that bat algorithm
based FLANN outperform FLANN and hybrid PSO based FLANN classi-
fiers. The Chebyshev FLANN classifier with various dimension reduc-
tion strategies is suggested by Mahapatra et al. [70] for cancer classi-
fication. In this proposed method, initially PCA, FA, DFT and DCT
techniques have been used to reduce the dimension of the data and
then Chebyshev FLANN classifier is applied for better classification.



Table 1
Recent applications of FLANN models.

Reference Model used Learning method employed Application

Sicuranza and Carini [76] Recursive FLANN Back propagation Noise Control
George and Panga [77] FLANN Back propagation Noise Control
Sicuranza and Carini [78] Recursive FLANN Back propagation Noise Control
Parija et al. [79] FLANN Back propagation Location management
Ali and Haweel [80] Legendr- FLANN Back propagation Channel equalization
Durga and Tarun [81] FLANN Back propagation Wind Power Forecasting
Durga and Tarun [81] Legendre - FLANN Back propagation Wind Power Forecasting
Durga and Tarun [81] Chebyshev - FLANN Back propagation Wind Power Forecasting
Cui et al. [82] FLANN Back propagation Identification of Model
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They have shown that, the DCT feature reduction technique along with
Chebyshev FLANN classifier outperforms other alternatives. The MLP,
FLANN and PSO based FLANN classification models are used and tested
byMishra et al. [71] for classification of biomedical data. They proposed
an efficient dynamic classifier fusion (DCF) along with principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) scheme, which is used to extract important input
features. Extracted features are then supplied to LMS classifiers with
learning based on PSO based back propagation algorithm. Although
MLP is a traditional ANN, surprisingly, in this study, it is found better as
compared to FLANN and PSO based FLANN. Dehuri et al. [72] have
proposed an IPSO (improved PSO) based FLANN classifier (IPSO–
FLANN) and compared with MLP, SVM, RBFN, FLANN with GDL and
fuzzy swarm net (FSN) model. Initially, a set of weight values of func-
tional link ANN are optimized using IPSO and supplied to FLANN
classifier along with functionally expanded (using trigonometric basis
functions) input patterns for classification. The ISO–FLANN is simple in
architecture and has better performance than MLP, SVM, FLANN with
GDL and FSN. The PSO based FLANN, GA based FLANN and differential
evolution (DE) based FLANN for classification task are proposed by Mili
and Hamdi [73] .They compared and tested the proposed models with
various expansion functions. It is found that, the proposed hybrid
FLANN models are performing better in terms of accuracy and con-
vergence as compared to FLANN. Naik et.al. [74] have addressed an
efficient FLANN classifier with a hybrid-learning scheme based on PSO
and GA for classification, which is relatively better than the other
alternatives. They have used PSO, GA and gradient descent search to
iteratively adjust the parameters of FLANN until the error is less than
the required value, which helps the FLANN model to get better clas-
sification accuracy. Naik et al. [75] have proposed a honey bee mating
optimization (HMBO) based learning scheme for FLANN classifier and
compared with FLANN, GA based FLANN and PSO based FLANN clas-
sifiers. To select the best weights for FLANN classifiers, the proposed
method mimics the iterative mating process of honeybees and strate-
gies to select eligible drones for mating process.

Apart from these applications, many recent variants of FLANN
models with hybrid learning methods has been used for a variety of
applications from the period 2011 to 2015 (Table 1) [76–82]. In this
paper, a FLANN model with hybrid self-adaptive harmony search and
gradient descent search based learning method for classification have
been proposed and compared with previously available alternatives.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:
background, motivation and contribution of proposed work in
Section-3, preliminaries in Section-4, proposed method in Section-
5, experimental setup in Section-6, results obtained in Section-7,
proof of statistical significance in Section-8, conclusion in Section-
9 and references.
3. Background, motivation and contribution of proposed work

In previous related works, various optimization algorithms (GA,
PSO, Improved PSO, HMBO [83,84] etc.) are used to select best set of
weights for FLANN models for various non-linear data classification.
Although it is reported that these optimization techniques are
successfully used in FLANN models to design improved models like
GA based FLANN (GA–FLANN) [61], PSO based FLANN (PSO–FLANN)
[62] and IPSO based FLANN (IPSO–FLANN) [72] and HBMO based
FLANN (HBMO–FLANN) [75], the major negative aspects of these
implementations are the requirement of various complicated
mathematical operators like: (i) mutation and crossover operator in
GA in GA–FLANN, (ii) position and velocity calculation in PSO in
PSO–FLANN and IPSO–FLANN and (iii) crossover and mutation in
HBMO in HBMO–FLANN etc. The performances of these models are
highly dependent upon the way of implementation of these
mathematical operation and any changes in these factors may lead
to increase in time and space complexity of the algorithm.

Keeping into fact, the meta-heuristic optimization algorithm:
harmony search [56] is used in FLANN model with GDL scheme for
classification. Many researchers are attracted towards the study of
harmony search and its applications due to the fact, HS algorithms
has few mathematical requirements as compared to earlier meta-
heuristic optimization algorithms and can be easily used for
optimization problems. A survey is made by Manjarres et al. [85]
on application of harmony search algorithms till the year 2012
from the scientific database of Elsevier, IEEE and Springer. They
shown that, various works are published in the area of diverse
application of HS which includes engineering, water system
management, medical, robotics, control, power and energy, cross
application and others. Starting from the development of HS, it has
been a keen interest among the diversified researchers and has
been used in various real life applications [85].

Inspired from successful applications of harmony search algo-
rithms, in this paper, an attempt has been made to address the
intricacy in adjusting the set of weights of the FLANNmodel by using
appropriate learning algorithm. Recently, a FLANN model with har-
mony search algorithm is reported by Naik et al. [86], in which an
attempt has been made to address the above issues. The authors
have claimed for better performance of HS–FLANN over FLANN, GA–
FLANN and PSO–FLANN. This proposed HS–FLANN utilizes searching
ability of harmony search effectively to obtain optimized set of
weights for FLANN and requires less mathematical computation.

However, the performance of this model can be improved by
eliminating constant parameters (bw, PAR) in HS algorithm and
incorporating dynamically changes in PAR and bw, with iteration
number. The mechanism of dynamically decreasing of bw with
iteration is inspired from the strategy of decreasing the learning
rate of neural networks dynamically [87]. The improved harmony
search algorithm [57] is free from the fixed values of PAR and bw,
by dynamically changing bw and PAR with iteration number.
Incorporating these, an IHS based FLANN model (IHS–FLANN) [88]
with GDL is used for better performance. Employing these stra-
tegies has found considerable influence on the quality of solutions
as compared with previously available alternatives.
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Further, the pitch adjustment step during improvisation of
weight-sets has been made easier by using self adaptive harmony
search (SAHS) [58]. The SAHS is a modification of IHS in order to
make pitch adjustment step simpler. In the proposed SAHS based
FLANN (SAHS–FLANN), the pitch adjustment step in IHS have been
modified to incorporate better utilization of its own experiences, by
updating the new harmonies according to the maximum and mini-
mum values in the HM. Here, the objective is to simplify the pitch
adjustment step by introducing a novel strategy of adjusting new
harmony by using maximum and minimum values in HM encoun-
tered so far, thereby eliminating bw altogether from HS procedure.

In this study, the problem solving approach of the self adaptive
harmony search along with learning ability of the GDL is used to
obtain the optimal set of weights of FLANN model. This paper
introduces a self adaptive harmony search based learning scheme
with FLANN model for non-liner data classification. The main con-
tributions of the proposed scheme, which differs from earlier works
are: (1) it keeps away from the use of constant parameters (PAR and
bw) on harmony search algorithm based learning scheme (HS–
FLANN) while adjusting weights and (2) it makes use of better
utilization of its own experiences by updating the new weight-sets
according to the maximum and minimum values in the HM,
thereby eliminating bw altogether from improve harmony search
based learning scheme (IHS–FLANN). This adjustment method for
weight-sets eliminates intricacy of parameter setting and also
improves the quality of weight-sets. A good number of experiments
are carefully conducted by setting suggested values [58] to control
parameters. Also an investigation is made to note the impact of
these control the parameters to obtain a better set of values.
Fig. 1. Functional link artificial n
4. Preliminaries

4.1. Functional link artificial neural network

The training of MLP model happens to more complex due to the
fact that the number of weight adjustments increase with the
increase in no. of layers and no. of neurons in the each layer. In
contrast to MLP, FLANN is basically a flat network without hidden
layers which makes FLANN model simpler for learning and weight
adjustment. However, the use of single layer neural network as an
alternative to MLP with multiple layer neurons is linear in nature
and often fails to solve the real life complex problems including
classification task in data mining which are extremely non-linear
in nature. In order to fill the gap between linearity in the single
layer neural network and the multi-layer neural networks which
are complex and computationally intensive in nature, FLANN is
designed as a single layer network (without hidden layers) with
functional expansion mechanism. The functional expansion
mechanism in FLANN effectively enlarges the dimension of the
input vectors and the enhanced feature space provides better
discriminating ability of the input patterns. Various mathematical
functions (sine, cosine, log, etc.) are used for functional expansion.

Basically, in FLANN, the input pattern goes through a transfor-
mation (known as functional expansion) of input data by which
dimension of input space increases artificially. Then the extended
input data is used to train the feed forward network. Mathematical
functions, such as sine, cosine, log, etc. are used in functional
expansion to transform an original input pattern to it extended
version. If the no. of attributes of an input pattern increases, then
the number of input terms during functional expansion increases
rapidly. Fig. 1 depicts the basic architecture of FLANN.
eural network architecture.
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Let ‘x’ be a dataset in a form of matrix of order mxn. The func-
tionally expanded values for dataset x can be generated by using Eq.
(1), where xiðjÞ stands for jth attribute value of ith pattern.

φ xiðjÞð Þ ¼ xiðjÞ; cos ΠxiðjÞ; sin ΠxiðjÞ; cos 2ΠxiðjÞ;
�
sin 2ΠxiðjÞ…: cos nΠxiðjÞ; sin nΠxiðjÞ

� ð1Þ

For each input attribute value of a pattern xiðjÞ , 2nþ1 no. of
functionally expanded values are generated, intern, for a single
input pattern xi , (n*(2nþ1)) no. of expanded values are generated.
In Eq. (1), value of i is ranged from i¼1 to m and value of j is
ranged from j¼1 to n, where m and n are no. of input pattern and
no. of attribute values of each input pattern respectively except the
class label. The functional expansion for dataset x is represented by
using Eq. (2).

φ¼ φ x1 1ð Þð Þ;φ x1 2ð Þð Þ…φ x1 nð Þð Þ� �T
;

n
φ x2 1ð Þð Þ;φ x2 2ð Þð Þ…φ x2 nð Þð Þ� �T…

… φ xm 1ð Þð Þ;φ xm 2ð Þð Þ…φ xm nð Þð Þ� �To ð2Þ

The above functionally expanded values 0φ0 are the input to
FLANN classifier for training phase. Prior to this, weights of FLANN
must be set randomly. As each input pattern is transformed to n*
(2nþ1) no. of functionally expanded values, weights for each
individual pattern can be set accordingly (Eq. (3)).

Wi ¼ wi;1;wi;2;…wi;2nþ1
� �

; for i¼ 1 to n ð3Þ

Here Wi is the weight vector initialized randomly for a single input
pattern. Hence, initialization of weight for input patterns of
dataset ‘x’ can be viewed as a weight vectorW ¼W1;W2…Wm

T.
The dataset 0x0 is supplied to FLANN in terms of functionally
expanded values and the net output is obtained as follows:

� First, S is calculated as S¼φΧW ¼ s1; s2…sm
� Then, the net output Y is computed as

Y ¼ f Sð Þ ¼ f s1ð Þ; f s2ð Þ…f smð Þ ¼ {y1; y2…ym}
¼tanh s1ð Þ; tanh s2ð Þ…tanh smð Þ. Here tanh is used as an activation
function and net output yi is for input pattern xi.

Based on net output and given target value, error of FLANN is
calculated and a suitable learning method is adapted to adjust
weight values of FLANN. An efficient learning method, known as
GDL has been presented in Section 4.2.

4.2. Gradient descent learning

Gradient descent learning is one of the most commonly used
training method, in which weights are changed in such a way that
network error is declined as rapidly as possible. The learning of
FLANN model using Gradient descent method with error of the
network is described below.

� Error of kth input pattern is generated as e kð Þ ¼ Y kð Þ�t kð Þ which

is used to compute error term δ kð Þ ¼ 1�yk2
2

� �
� e kð Þ, for k¼1,2….

m, where m is the number of input pattern in a dataset.
� Then, weight factor of 0ΔW0 can be computed as ΔWq ¼PL

i ¼ 1
2�μ�φi�δi

L

� �
, for q¼ 1;2…L � ð2nþ1Þ Here φ¼ ðφ1;φ2…

φLÞ , e¼ e1; e2…eLð Þ and δ¼ ðδ1;δ2…δLÞ are the vectors which
represent set of functional expansions, set of errors and set of
error terms respectively, where L is the number of input
patterns.

� Finally, weight updation is done as wnew ¼wþΔW, where w¼
ðw1;w2…wL�ð2nþ1ÞÞ and ΔW¼ ðΔW1;ΔW2…ΔWL�ð2nþ1ÞÞ.
Basically, a good learning algorithm helps the ANN models for
faster convergence. Further, a use of competitive optimization
technique can not only improve the performance of a learning
algorithm in terms of fast convergence, but also enhances the
accuracy of an ANN based classifier.

4.3. Variants of harmony search

The harmony search (HS) [56] is a meta-heuristic algorithm
inspired by musical process of searching for a perfect shape of
harmony. The algorithm is based on natural musical processes in
which a musician searches for a better state of harmony by the
tuning pitch of each musical instrument, such as during jazz
improvisation. Music improvisation by pitch adjustment is analo-
gous to local and global search process to find better solution in
any optimization techniques.

4.3.1. Harmony search
This section contains brief review on working procedure of the

harmony search algorithm. In general, basic steps of harmony
search can be expressed as follows:

Step 1 Initialize a harmony memory (HM) with randomly gen-
erated solution vectors (Harmonies).
Step 2 Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until no further significant growth in
fitness of solution vector is noticed or the maximum no. of
iterations is reached.
Step 3 Improvise HM to get new harmony memory (NHM).
Step 4 Update the HM based on comparison between solution
vectors of HM and NHM in terms of fitness. If any harmony in
HM is less fit than harmony in NHM, then harmony in HM will
be excluded by adding harmony from NHM.
Step 5 Exit.

Basically, the HM is a group of pre-defined number of solution
vectors similar to a population of particle in PSO or chromosome in GA.
Initially HM is initialized with random solution vectors and gradually,
solution vectors in HM are improved by using step-2 of harmony search
procedure known as HM improvisation step. This step is entirely con-
trolled by the parameters such as harmony memory consideration rate
(HMCR), pitch adjustment rate (PAR) and bandwidth (bw).

In HS, HMCR is set between 0 and 1.The searching procedure
behaves as purely random search if the HMCR is set to 0 and a
value 1 for HMCR specifies 100% of previous solution vectors from
HM are taken into consideration for next generation, which
means, there is no chance to improve the harmony from outside
the HM. In this way, HMCR keeps the balance between exploration
and exploitation. Another parameter PAR determines the rate of
adjustment of solution vectors based on bandwidth (bw) which is
usually a variable which behaves as step size.

The HMCR and PAR determine memory consideration prob-
ability (MCP), pitch adjustment probability (PAP) and random
probability (RP) as follows:

MCP¼HMCR � 1� PARð Þ � 100

PAP¼HMCR � PAR � 100

RP¼ 100–MCP–PAP

Basically, improvisation of HM is governed by these parameters
(MCP, PAP, and RP).

Example: If HMCR¼0.99 and PAR¼0.45 then MCP¼0.9*
(1�0.45)*100¼49.5 and PAP¼0.9*0.45*100¼40.5 and RP¼100�
49.5�40.5¼10. Which means, during harmony improvisation
phase (step-2), 49.5% of solution vectors from previous HM are
migrated to new NHM, 40.5% of solution vectors are gone through
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pitch adjustment and then included into NHM and 10% of solution
vectors are gone through modification by adding randomly gen-
erated values with existing solution vector in HM.

In HS, the bw and PAR are fixed and pitch adjustment is done
according to Eq. (4).

HMi tþ1ð Þ ¼
HMiðtþ1Þ ¼HMj tð Þ�randðÞ � bwif rand 1ð Þo0:5
HMi tþ1ð Þ ¼HMj tð ÞþrandðÞ � bwif rand 1ð Þ40:5

( )

ð4Þ
In Eq. (4), 'HMi tþ1ð Þ' is the next ith harmony at time (tþ1) and
'HMj tð Þ' is the jth randomly selected harmony for pitch adjustment
at time 't'.

In recent years, many HS variants (Table 2) have been proposed
by the researchers by incorporating some modifications to the
basic HS algorithm [56]. The major variants are: Improved HS and
Self Adaptive HS and their hybridization with other optimization
technique for better performance.

4.3.2. Improved harmony search
Improved harmony search (IHS) [57] is an initial variant of HS

which employs a novel strategy for generation of new solution
vectors that not only enhances accuracy but also improves the
convergence rate of basic HS algorithm. The authors have claimed
for better performance of IHS over HS by eliminating constant
parameters (bw, PAR) in HS algorithm and incorporating
Table 2
Harmony search variants.
dynamically changes in PAR and bw with iteration number. The IHS
is free from the fixed values of PAR and bw by decreasing bw and
increasing PAR with an iteration number and found to be con-
siderable influence on the quality of solutions. The mechanism of
dynamically decrement of bw with the iteration is inspired from the
strategy of decreasing the learning rate of neural networks dyna-
mically [87].

Unlike HS, the bw and PAR are not fixed and these values
change according to HS iterations which can be achieved by using
Eqs. (5) and (6).

bw iterð Þ ¼ bwmax � exp
lnbwmin

bwmax

N
� iter

 !
ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), 'bw iterð Þ' is the bandwidth in particular iteration
‘iter’.0bwmin

0and0bwmax
0 are the minimum and maximum band-

width respectively and 'N' is the number of solution vectors in the
population.

PAR iterð Þ ¼ PARminþ
PARmax�PARmin

N
� iter ð6Þ

In Eq. (6), 'PAR iterð Þ' is the pitch adjustment rate in particular
iteration ‘iter’. The 0PARmin

0 and 0PARmax
0 are the minimum and

maximum pitch adjustment rate and 'N' is the number of solution
vectors in the population.
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4.3.3. Self adaptive harmony search
Self adaptive harmony search (SAHS) [58] is a modification of

IHS in order to make pitch adjustment step simpler. In SAHS, the
pitch adjustment step in IHS have been modified to incorporate
better utilization of its own experiences, by updating the new
harmonies according to the maximum and minimum values in the
HM. Here, the objective is to simplify pitch adjustment step by
introducing a new strategy of adjusting new harmony by using
maximum and minimum value in HM encountered so far, thereby
eliminating bw altogether from HS procedure.

Like IHS, in SAHS, the PAR changes with HS iterations. The SAHS
is different from IHS only in pitch adjustment mechanism as illu-
strated in Eq. (7). In SAHS, the HM are adjusted by the following
Equations:

HMi tþ1ð Þ ¼
HMi tþ1ð Þ ¼HMj tð Þþ max HMð Þ�HMj tð Þ

� 	� randðÞ if rand 1ð Þo0:5
HMi tþ1ð Þ ¼HMj tð Þ� HMj tð Þ� min HMð Þ� 	� randðÞ if rand 1ð Þ40:5

( )

ð7Þ
Here 'HMi tþ1ð Þ' is the next ith harmony at time tþ1, 'HMj tð Þ' is the
jth randomly selected harmony at time 't', 'min(HM)' and 'max
(HM)' are the minimum and maximum values of entire harmony
memory (HM) respectively and 'rand(1)' is a uniform number in
the [0, 1] range without 1.
5. Proposed method

In this work, a study has been made on the performance of
harmony search algorithm and its different variants (i.e. HS,
improved HS and self adaptive HS) and an attempt has been made
to use the problem solving strategies of these variants to improve
the performance of FLANN classifier. This study is mainly focused on
self adaptive HS (SAHS) and its use to obtain better FLANN classifier.
The problem solving strategy of self adaptive HS along with GDL to
find best set of weights for FLANN model for classification task. The
objective is to investigate the performances of SAHS to enhance
classification accuracy of FLANN classifier as compared to GA, PSO,
HS, IHS and teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) [89]. The
pseudo codes developed during implementation of SAHS based
FLANN with GDL (SAHS–FLANN) is presented in next section.

The simulation results and the comparison of performance of
these hybrids FLANN classifiers (FLANN, GA based FLANN, PSO
based FLANN, HS based FLANN, Improved HS based FLANN, TLBO
based FLANN and Self-Adaptive HS based FLANN) are presented
and discussed.

5.1. Self adaptive harmony search based gradient descent learning
FLANN (SAHS–FLANN)

Initially, the HM is initialized with ‘n’ no. of weight-sets for
FLANN. Each weight-set is a possible candidate set of weight of
FLANN for classification of a particular dataset. Each individual
weight-set in HM can be defined as:

Wi ¼ wi;1;wi;2…wm�a� 2�kþ1ð Þ

 � ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), 0 2� kþ1ð Þ0is the number of functionally expanded
values for a single value in input pattern (for a chosen value of k),
‘a’ is the number of values (attributes) in a single input pattern; ‘m’

is the number of patterns in the dataset and ‘n’ is the number of
weight-sets in the population HM. The set of weight-sets in the
HM (Population) is represented in Eq. (9).

HM ¼ W1;W2…Wnð Þ ð9Þ
Each weight-set Wi is set to FLANN individually and the FLANN

model is trained with a dataset. Based on output of the FLANN and
given target value, the error of the network is obtained. For a
specific dataset, the root mean square error (RMSE) (Eq. (10)) for
each weight-set Wi is computed by using output of the FLANN and
given target value (Algorithm 4). Based on RMSEs, fitness of the
weight-sets is computed by using Eq. (11).

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of predicted output values
^yi\� of a target variable yi is computed for n different predictions as

follows:

RMSE¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i ¼ 1

ðyi � yi
\�4Þ2
n

vuut ð10Þ

FWi ¼ 1=RMSEi ð11Þ
In Eq. (11), Wi is the ith weight-set in the population, RMSEi is the
root mean square error of ith weight-set and FWi

is the fitness of
ith weight-set Wi.

After evaluation of fitness values for each weight-sets in HM,
the HM goes through HM improvisation process based on self
adaptive harmony search. During this, the parameter HMS and
HMCR are set and based on that MCP, PAP and RP are computed
(Algorithm-1). Basically, harmony search procedure is governed by
these parameters. Algorithm-2 represents pseudo codes for har-
mony memory improvisation process in which, initially best and
worst harmony are fetched from HM based on maximum and
minimum fitness respectively. After that, among all weight-sets
(harmonies) in HM, some are selected randomly with a probability
of MCP. Here the objective is to migrate some weight-sets (har-
monies) from HM into NHM, which serve as new harmonies. For
improvement in the weight-sets through pitch adjustment, some of
the weight-sets are selected randomly from HM and then adjusted
based on max(HM) and min(HM). The max(HM) and min(HM) are
the weight-sets having highest and lowest fitness value respec-
tively. With a probability of RP, some weight-sets are selected
randomly and added to NHM by suitably adding or subtracting a
random value on it.

After improvisation of HM, the HM is updated which is based
on comparison of fitness of weight-sets in HM and NHM. If the
fitness of ith weight-set in HM is less than fitness of ith weight-set
in NHM, then HM (i,:) will be replaced by NHM(i,:) else HM(i,:)
serves as new harmony for next iteration. The pseudo codes for
HM updation procedure are represented in Algorithm-3. These
processes are continued until maximum iteration is reached or
increase in fitness of weight-sets in HM is not significant. The
complete flow of execution can be realized in Fig. 2.

Algorithm – 1. Self-adaptive-harmony-search-FLANN(SAHS–
FLANN) procedure.
% Initialization of HMS (Harmony memory size (Number of Har
monies)), HMCR (Harmony memory consideration rate) and PAR
(Pitch adjustment rate) .

HMS¼40;
HMCR¼0.9;
PARmin¼0.01;
PARmax¼0.9;

% Randomly initialize a harmony memory (HM) with size HMS.
HM¼�1 þ (1 - -1).*rand(HMS, LHM);% LHM is the length of each
weight-sets (harmonies).
Iter¼0;
While (1)

% Improvisation of harmony
PAR¼PARminþ((PARmax-PARmin)/HMS)*iter;% Changes of
PAR in Iterations.
% Compute MCP(memory consideration probability), PAP(pitch
adjustment probability) and RP(randomization probability).
MCP¼HMCR*(1-PAR)*100;
PAP¼HMCR*PAR*100;



Fig. 2. Overview of proposed scheme.
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RP¼100-MCP-PAP;
NHM¼ImprovizationOfHarmonyMemory (HM, HMS, MCP ,
PAP, RP);
% Updation of HM
HM¼UpdateHarmonyMemory(HM,NHM);
% Check for termination criteria.
if (iter4¼MAX_ITERATION)

break;
end if
iter¼ iterþ1;

End While
Algorithm – 2. ImprovizationOfHarmonyMemory procedure.
Function NHM¼ImprovizationOfHarmonyMemory (HM,
HMS, MCP , PAP, RP)

% Find out harmony with minimum and maximum
fitness from HM and term as HMmin and HMmax respectively.

for i¼1:1:HMS
w¼HM(i,:);
F(i,1)¼fitfromtrain(φ, w, t, μ);
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end
[mx,mxi]¼max(F);
HMmax¼HM(mxi,:);
[mn,mni]¼min(Fhs);
HMmin¼HM(mni,:);

fori¼1:1:HMS
r¼rand(1)*100;
% Select jth weight-set randomly from HM with a
probability of MCP which serve as NHM.
If (1o¼r && ro¼MCP)

j¼f loor ( mod((rand(1)*1000),
HMS ) )þ1;
NHM(i,:)¼HM(j,:);

Endif
% Select jth weight-set randomly from HM with a
probability of PAP for the pitch adjustment to
improve quality of weight-sets in HM which
serves as NHM.
if(MCPþ1o¼r && ro¼MCPþPAP)

j¼floor(mod((rand(1)*1000),
HMS))þ1;
r1¼rand(1);
if(r1o¼0.5)

for k¼1:1:lhm,
here lhm is the
length of HM.

NHM(i,k)¼HM
(j,k)þ(HMmax(1,k)-HM(j,k))*rand(1);

end
else

for k¼1:1:lhm
NHM(i,k)¼HM

(j,k)-(HM(j,k)-HMmin(1,k))*rand(1);
end

end
end
% Select jth weight-set randomly from harmony

memory with a probability of RP which serve as NHM. In this
phase, a jth weight-set is selected randomly from HM and added
to NHM by suitably adding or subtracting a random value on it.

If (MCPþPAPþ1o¼r && ro¼ MCPþPAP
þRP)

j¼floor(mod((rand(1)*1000),
HMS))þ1;

NHM(i,:)¼HM(j,:)þ(�0.1þ(0.1
- -0.1).*rand(1));

endif
endfor

end

Algorithm – 3. UpdateHarmonyMemory Procedure.
Function HM¼ UpdateHarmonyMemory (HM,NHM)

% If the new harmony (weight-sets) in NHM is
better than the harmony in the HM, then add the new harmony
into the HM by excluding the worst harmony from the HM.

for i¼1:1:HMS
w¼HM(i,:);
F1(i,1)¼fitfromtrain (φ,w,t, μ);

endfor
for i¼1:1:HMS

w¼NHM(i,:);
F2(i,1)¼fitfromtrain (φ,w,t, μ);

endfor
for i¼1:1:lf, here lf is the length of F1 or F2
if (F1(i,1)oF2(i,1))

HM(i,:)¼NHM(i,:);
end if

endfor
end

Algorithm – 4. Fitfromtrain Procedure.
Function F¼fitfromtrain (φ, w, t, μ)

S¼φ. w; here ‘φ’ is the functionally expanded input data
, ‘xi’ be the selected weight-set from the population and ‘S’ is a
vector.

Then the output vector ‘y’ is computed by using tanh
activation function as y¼tanh(S).

The errors of the network ‘e’ is computed by using target
vector’ t ‘ and output vector ’ y’ as e¼t�y;

If φ¼ φ1;φ2…φL


 �
, e¼ e1; e2…eLð Þ and δ¼ ðδ1; δ2…δLÞ

are the vectors which represent set of functional expansions, set
of errors and set of error respectively, then weight factor of w

0ΔW 0 is Computed as follows: ΔWq ¼
PL

i ¼ 1
2�μ�φi�δi
L

� �
.

Compute root mean square error (RMSE) by using Eq.
(10) from target vector ‘t’ and output vector ‘y’.

.Compute fitness ‘F’ of the network instance of FLANN
model as F¼1/RMSE. (Eq. (11))

Finally, weight factor 0ΔW 0 is used to update the weights.
. end

6. Experimental setup

In this section, the environment for simulation, the dataset
used for training and testing phase and parameter settings for
proposed method during simulation are presented.

All the classification methods (FLANN, GA based FLANN, PSO
based FLANN, HS based FLANN, IHS based FLANN, TLBO based
FLANN and SAHS–FLANN) are implemented in MATLAB (Version
9.0) in a system with Window XP operating system. After
obtaining the results of simulation, statistical analysis has been
carried out for statistical correctness of results. The benchmark
datasets (Table 3) used for classification are originated from UCI
machine learning repository [90] and processed by KEEL software
[91]. The detail descriptions about all these dataset can be
obtained at ‘http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/’ and ‘http://keel.es/’.

6.1. Parameter setting used for simulation

6.1.1. FLANN parameter settings
During the learning of FLANN model, the GDL method is used by

setting ‘μ’ to 0.13. The value of ‘μ’ is obtained by testing the models
in the range 0–3. Each value in the input pattern is expanded to 11
no. of functionally expanded input values by setting n¼5. (As
FLANN model suggests to generate 2nþ1 no. of functionally
expanded input values for a single value in the input pattern).

6.1.2. Harmony search algorithms' parameter settings
The improvisation step in HS is entirely controlled by parameters:

HMS, HMCR, PAR and bw. The HMS is usually same as population
size in any meta-heuristic algorithm like GA, PSO etc. The value of
HMS is set by the user depending upon the problem being solved.
The value of HMCR is set between 0 to 1. The searching procedure
behaves as purely random search if the HMCR is set to 0, which
means, no previous harmonies in harmony memory is included in

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
http://keel.es/


Table 3
Data set information.

Dataset Number of
pattern

Number of features
(excluding class label)

Number of
classes

Monk 2 256 06 02
Iris 150 04 03
Heart 256 13 02
Hayesroth 160 04 03
Wine 178 13 03
Ionosphere 351 33 02
Hepatitis 80 19 02
Pima 768 08 02
New Thyroid 215 05 03
Bupa 345 06 02
Dermatology 256 34 06
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Fig. 3. Changes in HMmax and HMmin in various iterations in SAHS–FLANN.
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new harmony memory. A value of 1 for HMCR specifies 100% of
previous solution vectors from HM are taken into consideration for
next generation, which means, there is no chance to improve the
harmony from outside the HM. In this way, HMCR keeps the balance
between exploration and exploitation. Another parameter PAR
determines rate of adjustment of solution vectors based on bw,
which is usually a variable which behaves as step size.

The HS suggests to set 0.9, 0.3 and 0.01 for the parameters
HMCR, PAR and bw respectively [56]. This value of HMCR and PAR
determines MCP, PAP and RP as follows: MCP¼HMCR*(1�PAR)
*100; PAP¼HMCR*PAR*100 and RP¼100�MCP�PAP. Basically,
Improvisation of HM is governed by these parameters (MCP, PAP
and RP). Example: if HMCR¼0.9 and PAR¼0.3 then MCP¼0.9*
(1�0.3)*100¼63 and PAP¼0.9*0.3*100¼27 and RP¼100�63�
27¼10. Which means, during harmony improvisation phase (step-
2), from previous HM, 63% of solution vectors are migrated to
NHM without any changes, 27% of solution vectors are gone
through pitch adjustment and then included into NHM and 10% of
solution vectors are gone through modification by adding ran-
domly generated values with existing solution vector in HM.

In IHS [57], the value for parameters HMS and HMCR are set
similar to HS. Whereas, the parameters: PAR and bw are not fixed.
It is advised to set 0.9, 0.01, 0.99, 0.0001 and 1

20� UB� LBð Þ for HMCR,
PARmin , PARmax , BWmin and BWmax respectively.

In SAHS [58], the parameters HMS and HMCR are set similar to
HS and IHS, whereas the parameter bw is completely removed. It
avoids pitch adjustments through bw by incorporating better
utilization of its own experiences, by updating the new harmonies
according to the maximum (HMmax) and minimum (HMmin)
values in the HM. It is recommended to set 0.99, 0, and 1 for
HMCR, PARmin and PARmax respectively. Values of HMmax and
HMmin changes in various iterations are depending on the current
harmonies in harmony memory. The changes in fitness of HMmax
and HMmin in various iterations of the proposed method are
noticed and presented in Fig. 3.

In this study, we have set all the parameters according to the
suggested values during simulations. The set of parameter settings
in this study during the experiments are listed in Table 4.
7. Results obtained

In this section, the obtained classification accuracies (Eq. (12))
of different methods for various benchmark datasets are presented
and a comparison has been made among them. These classifica-
tion accuracies (Tables 6 and 7) are obtained individually for
training and testing phase. In Eq. (12), CM is the confusion matrix
which represents the number of well classified and miss-classified
patterns after the classification operation and n is the number of
class. In the confusion matrix CM, all diagonal elements represent
total number of well classified patterns and non diagonal elements
represent number of miss-classified patterns under each class.

Classif ication Accuracy¼
Pn

i ¼ 1
Pn

j ¼ 1; i ¼¼ j CMi;jPn
i ¼ 1

Pn
j ¼ 1 CMi;j

� 100 % ð12Þ



Table 4
Harmony search algorithms' parameter settings.

Methods HMS HMCR PAR PARmin PARmax Bw Bwmin Bwmax

HS–FLANN 40 0.9 0.3 – – 0.0001 – –

IHS–FLANN 40 0.9 – 0.01 0.9 – 0.0001 1
20� UB� LBð Þ

SAHS–FLANN 40 0.9 – 0.01 0.9 – – –

Table 5
Datasets in 5-fold for cross validation.

Dataset Data files Number of pattern Task Number of pattern in class-1 Number of pattern in class-2 Number of pattern in class-3

New Thyroid newthyroid-5-1tra.dat 172 Training 120 28 24
newthyroid-5-1tst.dat 43 Testing 30 07 06
newthyroid-5-2tra.dat 172 Training 120 28 24
newthyroid-5-2tst.dat 43 Testing 30 07 06
newthyroid-5-3tra.dat 172 Training 120 28 24
newthyroid-5-3tst.dat 43 Testing 30 07 06
newthyroid-5-4tra.dat 172 Training 120 28 24
newthyroid-5-4tst.dat 43 Testing 30 07 06
newthyroid-5-5tra.dat 172 Training 120 28 24
newthyroid-5-5tst.dat 43 Testing 30 07 06

Table 6
Comparison of results among FLANN, GA–FLANN, PSO–FLANN and HS–FLANN.

Datasets Classification accuracies of classifiers in %

FLANN GA–FLANN PSO–FLANN HS–FLANN

Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing

Monk 2 93.828 92.043 96.545 93.199 97.453 95.466 97.914 96.537
Iris 96.847 97.368 97.13 98.166 97.352 98.65 97.857 99.472
Heart 88.963 78.481 89.407 79.074 89.778 79.852 89.917 80.222
Hayesroth 90.359 82.313 91.063 83.562 91.266 83.937 91.547 85.063
Wine 92.76 93.186 94.368 95.536 97.762 95.627 97.597 95.570
Ionosphere 79.482 80.927 87.336 89.152 92.372 90.18 91.552 90.069
Hepatitis 73.519 70.593 80.275 75.826 80.028 75.42 82.481 76.273
Pima 78.416 78.76 78.64 78.80 80.126 79.47 80.683 80.581
Thyroid 93.918 76.558 94.198 77.535 94.302 78.791 94.407 79.256
Bupa 72.16 72.76 74.321 75.5 76.384 76.75 76.318 76.358
Dermatology 96.358 92.442 96.946 93.859 97.011 94.08 97 93.872
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In this paper, all the dataset used for classification are prepared
for cross validation by using 5-folds cross validation technique
[92,93]. During the preparation of datasets for 5-fold cross vali-
dation, 5 pairs of dataset sample are created and each pair con-
tains datasets for training and testing phase. For example (Table 5),
the ‘newthyroid-5-1tra.dat’ and ‘newthyroid-5-1tst.dat’ data are a
pair of datasets sample of New Thyroid dataset which is used for
training and testing phase for a single run respectively. As 5-fold
cross validation technique is employed, the New Thyroid dataset
contains 5 such pair of dataset sample for training and testing the
algorithms. The 5-fold cross validated dataset for New Thyroid
dataset is presented in Table 5. All other datasets are prepared for
5-fold cross validation in the same way and collected from KEEL
dataset repository. The average classification accuracies on 5-fold
cross validation dataset during training and testing phase are lis-
ted in Tables 6 and 7. In these tables, the average of classification
accuracies of the algorithm on ‘newthyroid-5-1tra.dat’, ‘new-
thyroid-5-2tra.dat’, ‘newthyroid-5-3tra.dat’, ‘newthyroid-5-4tra.
dat’ and ‘newthyroid-5-5tra.dat’ are presented as the classification
accuracy in training phase for New Thyroid dataset. Similarly, the
average of classification accuracies of the algorithms on ‘new-
thyroid-5-1tst.dat’, ‘newthyroid-5-2tst.dat’, ‘newthyroid-5-3tst.
dat’, ‘newthyroid-5-4tst.dat’ and ‘newthyroid-5-5tst.dat’ are pre-
sented as the classification accuracy in testing phase.
Table 6 describes the comparison of classification accuracies of
FLANN, GA based FLANN (GA–FLANN), PSO based FLANN (PSO–
FLANN) and HS based FLANN (HS–FLANN) classifiers and Table 7
represents comparison of other 4 classifiers: HS–FLANN, IHS–
FLANN , TLBO–FLANN and SAHS–FLANN. Also we have compared
the results of the proposed method with recently developed meta-
heuristic algorithm (teaching learning based optimization [88])
based FLANN model. In this study, the performance of GA, PSO, HS,
IHS, TLBO and SAHS are analyzed in order to know the improve-
ment of harmonies (weight-sets) in the population by these
algorithms in different generation. The changes in fitness of
weight-sets in different generations are observed in all the 11 no.
of datasets and the Figs. 4–14 demonstrate the improvements of
fitness of weight-sets in the population.

Also few comparisons are made on these methods based on
their learning capabilities from training phase. All the methods are
trained with various datasets and ability of these learning models
are studied in terms of RMSE and fitness of the best resultant
weight-sets. Table 8 compares all the hybrid models based on
fitness values of the weight-sets obtained for Monk 2, Iris, Heart,
Hayesroth, Wine and Ionosphere datasets. Similarly Table 9 com-
pares these hybrid models based on fitness value on Hepatitis,
Pima, New Thyroid, Bupa and Dermatology datasets. Finally, all the



Table 7
Comparison of results among HS–FLANN, IHS–FLANN, TLBO–FLANN and SAHS–FLANN.

Datasets Classification accuracies of classifiers in %

HS–FLANN IHS–FLANN TLBO–FLANN SAHS–FLANN

Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing

Monk 2 97.914 96.537 97.929 96.552 98.209 97.382 98 96.634
Iris 97.857 99.472 97.871 99.695 97.861 99.493 97.869 99.541
Heart 89.917 80.222 89.924 80.275 89.826 79.891 89.932 80.295
Hayesroth 91.547 85.063 91.557 85.193 91.825 85.523 91.602 85.26
Wine 97.597 95.570 97.902 95.63 97.915 95.622 97.927 95.783
Ionosphere 91.552 90.069 91.893 90.173 92.517 90.284 92.735 90.672
Hepatitis 82.481 76.273 82.638 76.334 82.577 76.29 82.533 76.294
Pima 80.683 80.581 80.835 80.593 81.0 80.794 80.738 80.587
Thyroid 94.407 79.256 94.437 79.263 94.413 79.26 94.426 79.261
Bupa 76.318 76.358 76.475 76.925 76.6 77.083 76.618 77.426
Dermatology 97 93.872 97.046 94.382 97.138 94.55 97.176 94.762
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Fig. 4. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in MONK2 Dataset.
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hybrid models based on the average RMSE obtained on all 11 no.s
of datasets (Table 10).
8. Proof of statistical significance and correctness

In this section, the statistical comparison of classifiers over
multiple data sets [94] is presented to argue the projected method
is statistically better and significantly different from other alter-
native classifiers by using Friedman test [95,96]. List of datasets on
which these tests have been carried out are presented in Table 11.

The Friedman test is a non-parametric statistical method which
computes average ranks of algorithms by using Eq. (13) and
compares them. In Table 11, the ranks of each classifier on various
datasets are shown in brackets. Based on rij, the average ranks of
seven classifiers is found from Eq. (13).

Rj ¼
1
N

X
i
rji ð13Þ

The average ranks for all classifiers are found as follows:

R1 ¼ 7 ; R2 ¼ 5:909 ; R3 ¼ 4:636 ; R4 ¼ 4:273;f
R5 ¼ 2:364 ; R6 ¼ 2:091; R7 ¼ 1:727 g:

The XF
2 value is computed from average rank Rj of each clas-

sifier by using Eq. (14). In this study, we got the value of XF
2 as 58.
From the value of XF
2, the Friedman statistics FF is computed by

Eq. (15) and found as 72.5. In our case, for the 7 no. of classifiers
and 11 no. of datasets, the FF¼ 72.5 with 7�1¼6 and (7�1)*
(11�1)¼60 degrees of freedom and the crucial value¼3.12 is
obtained from suitably selecting α¼0.01.

The null-hypothesis (H0) is clearly rejected as critical value 3.12
is less than FF statistic (72.5).

H0 : All the classifier has same rank, hence they are equivalent.
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After the rejection of null-hypothesis from Friedman test, to
evaluate performance by pair wise comparison of proposed clas-
sifier with another classifier based on z-score value and p-value,
the post-hoc test has been carried out by using the Holm proce-
dure [94,97,98]. By using Holm [99] and Hochberg procedure
[100], the z-value is obtained from the Eq. (16) and based on z-
value, p-value is computed from the table of the normal dis-
tribution.

z¼ Ri�Rj

 �

=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Fig. 5. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in IRIS dataset.
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Fig. 6. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in HEART dataset.
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Fig. 7. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in HAYESROTH dataset.
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Fig. 8. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in WINE dataset.
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Fig. 9. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in IONOSPHERE dataset.
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Fig. 10. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in HEPATITIS dataset.
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Fig. 11. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in PIMA dataset.
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Fig. 12. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in NEW THYROID dataset.
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Fig. 13. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in BUPA dataset.
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Fig. 14. Improvements in fitness of population in different iterations observed in DERMATOLOGY dataset.

Table 8
Comparison of hybrid models based on fitness value on Monk 2, Iris, Heart, Hayesroth, Wine and Ionosphere datasets.

Datasets Fitness values obtained by various hybrid models on datasets

Monk 2 Iris Heart Hayesroth Wine Ionosphere

GA–FLANN 2.024735 5.972679 2.128121 1.888252 2.462398 1.677268
PSO–FLANN 2.033361 5.97268 2.127275 1.869618 2.462398 1.67727
HS–FLANN 2.037116 5.97268 2.128124 1.895258 2.534043 1.67727
IHS–FLANN 2.075259 6.937149 3.46403 2.045696 3.530592 1.67727
TLBO–FLANN 3.057657 9.411738 2.696475 3.118014 3.057658 2.382388
SAHS–FLANN 2.075259 10.18941 3.966872 2.838424 3.530592 2.602899

Table 9
Comparison of hybrid models based on fitness value on Hepatitis, Pima, New Thyroid, Bupa and Dermatology datasets.

Datasets Fitness values obtained by various hybrid models on datasets

Hepatitis Pima New Thyroid Bupa Dermatology

GA–FLANN 2.58331 2.216361 2.651259 1.54692 1.888967
PSO–FLANN 3.090341 2.216474 2.675806 1.547116 1.981951
HS–FLANN 3.276094 2.217241 2.675806 1.548419 2.267907
IHS–FLANN 3.276094 2.217241 3.093559 1.86651 3.459351
TLBO–FLANN 2.349537 2.220777 3.238955 2.162731 3.690652
SAHS–FLANN 8.754259 2.217241 3.788515 1.86651 3.459203

Table 10
Comparison among hybrid models based on average RMSE on all 11 no. of datasets.

Various hybrid models

GA–FLANN PSO–FLANN HS–FLANN IHS–FLANN TLBO–FLANN SAHS–FLANN

Average RMSE on 11 datasets 0.459494 0.451444 0.442128 0.380665 0.344513 0.318715
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Here z is the z-score value, k is the number of classifiers, N is the number
of datasets and Ri and Rj are average rank of ith and jth classifier
respectively. Table 12 presents comparison of results of all 7 classifiers
based on z-value, p-value and α

ðk� iÞ, where ‘i’ is the classifier’s number. By
using the Holm test, when we have compared the pi – values with α

ðk� iÞ
values, it is observed that, almost in all the cases pi is less than α

ðk� iÞ
(except TLBO– FLANN and IHS–FLANN). Hence, it is clear that the
null-hypothesis is rejected. Thus, the proposed classifier ‘SAHS–FLANN’ is
statistically better and significantly different from other classifiers (except
TLBO–FLANN and IHS–FLANN). While comparisons with TLBO–FLANN
and IHS–FLANN, the SAHS–FLANN is found better than TLBO–FLANN and
IHS–FLANN in performance but not significantly better than them. Out of
seven classifiers, the null-hypothesis is rejected for five; hence the null-
hypothesis can be clearly rejected on majority basis.



Table 11
Ranks of classifiers on various dataset based on the classification accuracy on training and testing set.

Datasets Average classification accuracies of classifiers in %

FLANN GA–FLANN PSO–FLANN HS–FLANN IHS–FLANN TLBO–FLANN SAHS–LANN

Monk 2 92.9355 (7) 94.872 (6) 96.4595 (5) 97.2255 (4) 97.2405 (3) 97.7955 (1) 97.317 (2)
Iris 97.1075 (7) 97.648 (6) 98.001 (5) 98.6645 (4) 98.783 (1) 98.677 (3) 98.705 (2)
Heart 83.722 (7) 84.2405 (6) 84.815 (5) 85.0695 (3) 85.0995 (2) 84.8585 (4) 85.1135 (1)
Hayesroth 86.336 (7) 87.3125 (6) 87.6015 (5) 88.305 (4) 88.375 (3) 88.674 (1) 88.431 (2)
Wine 92.973 (7) 94.952 (6) 96.6945 (4) 96.5835 (5) 96.766 (3) 96.7685 (2) 96.855 (1)
Ionosphere 80.2045 (7) 88.244 (6) 91.276 (3) 90.8105 (5) 91.033 (4) 91.4 (2) 91.7035 (1)
Hepatitis 72.056 (7) 78.0505 (5) 77.724 (6) 79.377 (4) 79.486 (1) 79.4335 (2) 79.4135 (3)
Pima 78.588 (7) 78.72 (6) 79.798 (5) 80.632 (4) 80.714 (2) 80.897 (1) 80.6625 (3)
Thyroid 85.238 (7) 85.8665 (6) 86.5465 (5) 86.8315 (4) 86.85 (1) 86.8365 (3) 86.8435 (2)
Bupa 72.46 (7) 74.9105 (6) 76.567 (4) 76.338 (5) 76.7 (3) 76.8415 (2) 77.022 (1)
Dermatology 94.4 (7) 95.4025 (6) 95.5455 (4) 95.436 (5) 95.714 (3) 95.844 (2) 95.969 (1)
Friedman’s rank in average 7 5.909091 4.636364 4.272727 2.363636 2.090909 1.727273

Table 12
Result of Holm and Hochberg procedure.

i Classifiers z-values p-values α
ðk� iÞ

1 SAHS–FLANN : FLANN 5.7243 5.200583e-9 0.0016666
2 SAHS–FLANN : GA–FLANN 4.54 0.000003 0.002
3 SAHS–FLANN : PSO–FLANN 3.1582 0.000794 0.0025
4 SAHS–FLANN : HS–FLANN 2.763 0.002864 0.0033
5 SAHS–FLANN : IHS–FLANN 0.6908 0.244846 0.005
6 SAHS–FLANN : TLBO–FLANN 0.394 0.34679 0.01
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9. Conclusion

This paper has introduced a self adaptive harmony search based
learning scheme for FLANN model for non-liner data classification.
The main contribution of the proposed scheme which differs from
earlier works are: i) it avoids the use of constant parameters (PAR
and bw) in harmony search algorithm based learning scheme (HS–
FLANN) while adjusting weights and ii) it incorporates better uti-
lization of its own experiences, by updating the new weight-sets
according to the maximum and minimum values in the HM,
thereby eliminating bw altogether from improve harmony search
based learning scheme (IHS–FLANN). This automatic adjustment
method for weight-set avoids intricacy of parameter settings and
also improves the qualities of weight-sets. A set of experiments are
carefully conducted by setting suggested values to control para-
meters. Also we have investigated the impact of these control
parameters to obtain a better set of values. The proposed SAHS–
FLANN is analyzed under null-hypothesis by using various statistical
methods like Friedman test, Holm and Hochberg procedure. As a
result, a clear rejection of null-hypothesis is noticed in Friedman
test and Holm and Hochberg procedure. Further, the performance of
the SAHS–FLANN can be improved by fine-tuning of various para-
meters like HMCR, PAR and bw appropriately and can be tested over
other set of benchmark real life datasets. From rigorous tests under
various statistical methods (Friedman test, Holm and Hochberg
procedure), we claim for the proposed SAHS–FLANN is better and
outperforms other alternatives. Also the proposed method can be
computed with a low cost due to less complex architecture of
FLANN and self adaptive HS requires less mathematical computa-
tion and is free from complicated operators.

However, we have observed few pitfalls in the proposed method.
In the proposed scheme, the sine and cosine trigonometric functions
are used for functional expansion of input data. It effectively enlarges
the dimension of the input vectors and creates enhanced feature
space which provides better discriminating ability of the input pat-
terns of the selected datasets. However, a particular mathematical
function considered for function expansion may not always be fit to
the entire dataset. In such cases, selection of suitable function from
range of mathematical functions for expansion of the input data
plays considerably an important role. As the dimensions of many real
life problems are high, the dimensional enlargement to a huge extent
is not appropriate. Hence, it is advisable to choose a small set of
alternative functions, which can map the function to the desired
extent with significant improvement in the output. Limitations of the
proposed method lie in functional expansion mechanism in case of
datasets with large dimension. Presently we are on an experimental
vision for the proposed method with further difficult problems,
particularly in higher dimensions. The future work is comprised of
integration of other new and improved variants of SAHS with other
higher order neural networks in diverse applications of data mining.
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